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Vice Chancellor’s  
Message

Universities function as a leveller of society; a foundation builder in the  
ethos of lifelong learning in communities by creating productive citizens  
through the advancement of knowledge. At Taylor’s University, our  
mandate for academic excellence is driven by the need to make a difference. 

Against this backdrop, our strongest 
aspiration is for our students to “Own the 
Future”. We have a deep-seated belief that 
students who possess the ability to adapt 
to change will thrive in all circumstances. 
In an increasingly complex world where 
changes occur at a more rapid pace than 
ever before, we equip our students with a 
multitude of skills that prepare them for 
future challenges. 

At Taylor's University, we refer to these 
skills as the 5Cs – Communication, 
Collaboration, Critical Thinking & Problem 
Solving, Creativity & Innovation as well as 
Cultural Adaptation. These critical life skills 
help to develop the students’ emotional 
wellbeing and self-direction, while 
increasing their chances of employability, 
wherever in the world they might be.

Leveraging on our heritage and track 
record of excellence, we are committed 
to developing well-rounded, highly 
sought-after leaders of the future, who are 
equipped with the capabilities to leave 
their indelible thumbprints in the world. 
The number of highly successful Taylor’s 
alumni who have set national and global 
benchmarks in various industries stands 
testament to this.
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Through the years, the University has 
developed a broad suite of offerings 
ranging from foundation to doctorate 
programmes, ensuring students 
receive the Taylor’s seal of excellence 
at every stage of their learning. 

In tandem, our industry-based 
research efforts continue to make 
significant strides in increasing the 
body of knowledge and benefiting 
their respective industries. 
Corporations are increasingly 
utilising these findings to embark 
on value-generating projects that 
create  positive ripple effects on the 
community at large. This is especially 
crucial at a time when education 
institutions play a pivotal role in 
engaging with society to create a 
sustainable global future.

On that note, I invite you to explore 
the realm of possibilities that Taylor’s 
University can offer in uncovering 
your true potential and crafting your 
own future.

Sincerely,

Professor Dato’ Dr Hassan Said
Vice Chancellor and President

QS University Ranking by Region Performance Rating by 
Ministry of Education

Putra Brand Gold Awards Reader's Digest Trusted 
Brand Gold Awards

2013
• ‘Tier 6: Outstanding’ rating in the Malaysian Ministry of  
 Higher Education’s Discipline-Based Rating System (D-SETARA)  
 (Hospitality and Tourism)
• Gold Award in the ‘Education & Learning’ category of the  
 Putra Brand Awards 2013
• Recipient of ‘Putra Brand Icon’ of the Putra Brand Awards 2013
• Gold Award in the ‘Private University/College’ category of the  
 Reader’s Digest Trusted Brand Awards

• ‘Tier 5: Excellent’ rating in the Malaysian Ministry of  
 Higher Education’s Rating System (SETARA) 2013
• Gold Award in the ‘Education & Learning’ category of the  
  Putra Brand Awards 2014
• Gold Award in the ‘Private University/College’ category of the  
 Reader’s Digest Trusted Brands Award
• Winner in the ‘Most Resourceful Career Centre Private  
  University’ category of the Graduate Recruitment Awards 2014

2014

2015
• Top 250 universities in Asia in the QS Asia Ranking. 
• Awarded the Gold award in the “Education & Learning”  
 category in the Putra Brand Awards for the sixth time in 2015
• Awarded the Reader’s Digest Trusted Brand Gold Award in the  
 Private University/College Category for the fifth time in 2015
• Became the first university university outside the United States  
 to be accepted into the Grand Challenges Scholar Program,  
 championed by National Academy of Engineering (NAE) 

Awards

2010-2015
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The Taylor’s Future 
Ready Advantage
The world isn’t the same place it was ten years ago. Industries are 
now seeking graduates who not only possess in-depth knowledge 
of their respective disciplines, but are also able to offer practical 
solutions and adapt to different environments. The future belongs 
to those who are equipped with future skills. 

At Taylor’s University, our teaching philosophy is centred on equipping students with
“future ready” advantage. We see potential in all our students, and as educators, we
aspire to prepare our students for the future by equipping them with skills that help 
them to thrive in all circumstances.

Our aim is to challenge the conventional university education from the inside out. 
We do this by incorporating world-class education with engaging and holistic learning 
experiences that equip students with greater knowledge, essential experiences and 
life skills. 

The University’s pedagogy focuses on developing holistically-balanced graduates, 
achieved through enhanced curriculum, expanded industry collaborations and 
experiential learning programmes. 

We are thus able to transform our students into well-rounded individuals equipped 
with critical skills to get them ahead in the real world.
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Changing the 
Education Landscape
Education in the 21st Century is no longer just about grades. It is more 
about the learning process and the collection of experiences that shape 
each student, as well as the ability to translate and apply them into a 
real world context.

This is why Taylor’s 2nd Transcript or the Shine Award Programme is crucial. A first in Malaysia 
and in Southeast Asia, the Shine Award Programme complements and supplements academic 
learning by providing expanded opportunities for students to develop intellectual knowledge, 
lifelong learning skills, and emotional/social development through a structured platform.  

Benchmarked against global best practices, the programme focuses on equipping students with 
future work skills that will place them ahead of their peers from the moment they graduate.

The Shine Award programme runs alongside the University’s formal curriculum and culminates 
with the award of the 2nd Transcript to the student, in addition to the Academic Transcript. It is  
thus a recognition of our students’ extra-curricular achievements both on and off campus, 
aligning them to the changing demands of the 21st century workplace.



Student Success Centre 
(SSC) enables students to 
become intentional, 
lifelong learners through 
programmes such as the 
first year experience (FYE), 
study skills workshops and 
consultation and peer 
assisted learning services 
(PALS).

e-Learning Academy (eLA) 
promotes digital literacy 
capabilities among the 
students in line with the 
e-Learning mission, i.e. “by 
2016, every student at Taylor’s 
University will learn in a 
collaborative, self-directed 
and personalised manner 
anytime and anywhere”.

Shine Award Centre 
(SAC) provides the 
platform for students to 
obtain formal 
recognition for their 
extracurricular 
involvement through 
the 2nd Transcript and 
the Shine Award.
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Student Success Centre 
(SSC) enables students to 
become intentional, 
lifelong learners through 
programmes such as the 
first year experience (FYE), 
study skills workshops and 
consultation and peer 
assisted learning services 
(PALS).

e-Learning Academy (eLA) 
promotes digital literacy 
capabilities among the 
students in line with the 
e-Learning mission, i.e. “by 
2016, every student at Taylor’s 
University will learn in a 
collaborative, self-directed 
and personalised manner 
anytime and anywhere”.

Shine Award Centre 
(SAC) provides the 
platform for students to 
obtain formal 
recognition for their 
extracurricular 
involvement through 
the 2nd Transcript and 
the Shine Award.

TGC cultivates additional personal 
attributes and capabilities amongst our 
graduates, equipping them with the 
tools to carve a successful future for 
themselves.

In the highly challenging workplace 
 of the 21st century, top employers 
 seek graduates who are not only 
academically sound but also possess 
the sufficient skills to stay ahead of 
the curve.

Taylor’s Graduate Capabilities (TGC) 
outlines the set of competencies that 
are designed throughout every students’ 
learning experience at Taylor’s. 



Partners in Excellence
As an institution centred on the creation and dissemination of 
knowledge, the University serves as a melting pot of ideas and best 
practices that enrich the educational journey of its students. 

In keeping abreast with the global needs and changing market demands, we have 
cultivated synergistic alliances with various local and international organisations, 
including universities, governmental sectors and corporate organisations to implement  
an industry-relevant curriculum, closely based on research and linked to global  
market outcomes.

These strategic partnerships encourage continuous professional learning and provide 
opportunities for our students to meet and engage with some of the top organisations 
and industry leaders, to enhance the students’ educational experience. Thus, we are  
able to play a proactive role in not only transforming but constantly elevating the 
learning process. 

Our partners’ international presence ensures that our campus community is kept abreast 
of the latest global trends in the respective industries. Through our three areas of focus, 
we are able to align fundamental theories with research activities and the industry’s 
needs, to create informed graduates who can significantly impact the community.

Research & Innovation

Taylor’s University has a firm footing in research and innovation as we believe these 
efforts can contribute towards knowledge building as well as assist in the development 
of the industry and society at large.

As a University centred on research and innovation initiatives, we adopt a progressive 
outlook, embedding research components throughout our programmes and 
encouraging them at various levels in each faculty. Our students and faculty members 
engage extensively in “applied research”, which enhances the body of knowledge and 
creates a direct impact on real world applications.

All academic staff appointed at the degree level actively undertake research within the 
institution or in collaboration with industries or universities, either foreign or local. 
This research work shapes the creation and dissemination of new knowledge, feeding 
into the practical application of that knowledge, and ultimately informs and enhances 
teaching at Taylor’s.
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Our Research Centres play a crucial 
role in elevating the capabilities of 
our faculty members, through various 
training activities.

Architecture, Building & Design (MASSA)

Engineering (CERD)

  Computing & IT (SIM@RUN)

Law (CRELDA)

Communication (SEARCH)

Hospitality, Tourism & Culinary Arts  (CRiT)

Business (CAFÉ)

Business (Case & Research Centre)

Education (CREDIT)

Career Services

The University’s commitment to 
producing world-class, industry-ready 
graduates is supported by the Taylor’s 
Career Services Centre, which seeks  
to enhance the students’ employability  
by instilling the right tools and 
knowledge through various initiatives. 

Career Services continuously strives 
to ease the pathway for our students’ 
internship and future employment by 
actively seeking out and engaging with 
the industry’s best, thus taking our 
students a step closer to their dreams. 
Career Services creates opportunities for 
students to be exposed to the industry 
and top employers both locally and 
internationally, through workshops, 
networking events, coaching and 
mentoring sessions, as well as  
industry insights.

Through its dedicated efforts, students 
are able to build on their knowledge  
and capabilities, enabling them to  
better understand and apply  
themselves before they step into  
the working world.  

Continuing Professional 
Education (CPE)

Taylor’s continues to provide 
opportunities for working adults to 
expand their knowledge and gain new 
insights. Through Taylor’s Centre for 
Continuing Professional Education 
(CPE), we open doors to personal and 
professional development, by offering 
programmes that reflect the current 
global market trends and needs.

We partner with various corporations  
and professional bodies to design 
workshops and conferences that  
broaden and instil lifelong learning. 
Drawing from our own expertise as 
well as strategic links with academic 
and industry partners worldwide, we 
have designed a range of contemporary 
programmes to assist individuals  
enhance their employability and  
cultivate new skills. 
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Educators are the pillars upon which future generations are 
built. The future of any society is largely hinged on the quality of 
education provided, and the ability of educators to not only teach 
but also inspire and nurture young minds. As such, developing 
competent and qualified educators is vital in order to create a  
more innovative and progressive nation.

With widening access to information 
and greater exposure to technology, 
today’s learners are not only more 
diverse but also more in-tune with 
global developments. The increasing 
demands of the 21st century workplace 
and rapid speed at which information 
is developed poses a challenge to 
educators, who need to prepare 
students to not only excel in their 
subject matter but to also become 
independent and lifelong learners.

Taylor’s School of Education (SoEd) 
adopts a balanced and holistic 
education system that is geared towards 
producing world-class educators.  
Our goal is to develop competent and 
qualified educators who can helm the 
development of society and uplift the 
next generation. In the next 10 years,  
the School envisions itself as being a 
catalyst that transforms Asian education, 
by adopting the best educational 
practices from around the world.

With a clear understanding of 
contemporary challenges in education, 
we strive to cultivate educators who 
are able to address and respond to 
these challenges. Our students are 
instilled with a broad-based education, 
contemporary global views and 
intercultural competences, to imbibe 
values of the teaching profession and 
develop reflective practitioners. 

Changing Lives, One 
Classroom at a Time 

The School is guided by a culture of 
innovation in teaching and learning, 
focusing on research and creativity  
at every stage of the learning process.  
We develop technologically-enabled 
teachers, who are well-versed with  
real-world classroom practice.  
We inspire our students to practise  
what we teach and put our theories  
into practice in their future classrooms.

In realising our aim to become a 
world-class teacher training institution, 
we are the first local institution to 
provide complete education to  
world-class educators, through a 
combination of the National Curriculum 
of England and Wales through the 
International Primary Curriculum (IPC)
and the Malaysian Primary Schools 
Standards Curriculum (KSSR). Offering 
programmes from Foundation right 
up to Doctorate level, our students are 
able to enter a wide array of professions 
upon graduation, including Education 
Consultants, Educational Institution 
Administrators, Education Entrepreneurs 
and Educational Researchers. 

Our students are thus poised to  
play a key role in the advancement  
of not just the teaching profession,  
but society as a whole. 

TAYLOR’S UNI ABOUT SOED GALLERY INTERNATIONALISATIONVC’S MESSAGE
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Why Education at Taylor’s ?

Our students are prepped with 
skillsets required to teach and 
manage in private, international 
and government schools. The 
holistic foundation of knowledge, 
enables them to lend different 
perspectives to the teaching 
profession, by encouraging 
innovation in daily practice.

GLOBAL  
AND LOCAL 
EDUCATION

1. CUTTING-EDGE 
EDUCATORS

2.

We integrate contemporary 
education practices with liberal  
arts modules, to encourage 
creative and critical thinking in our 
students. Our students are allowed 
to explore innovative methods 
and technologies to enhance their 
learning, and at the same time, 
learn how to apply these tools  
in their future classrooms.

STUDENT-CENTRED 
TEACHER TRAINING

3.

The School encourages future 
educators to put their learners 
at the centre of teaching and 
learning, through different 
learning styles and approaches 
in the classroom. Our students 
will be able to provide a more 
contemporary and holistic 
educational experience, 
approaching every class in a 
well-planned, deliberate and 
reflective manner.

UNIQUE SCHOOL 
PLACEMENTS 

4.

Our students are provided 
with hands-on experience  
at the Taylor’s schools, 
which expose them to real 
classroom environments.
This grooms future educators 
who are not only qualified 
to teach, but also strongly 
grounded in research and 
practice.
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We groom future educators who 
are not only qualified to teach, but 
also strongly grounded in research 
and innovation. Our contemporary 
approach to education ensures that 
our students can play a role not 
only in the advancement of society, 
but in elevating the teaching 
profession as a whole.
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GLOBAL AND LOCAL 
EDUCATION

1.

At SoEd, we teach both local and international 
curricula to our students, as they are equally 
important in shaping better educators. 
Our programmes cover both the National 
Curriculum of England and Wales through 
the International Primary Curriculum (IPC), 
as well as the Malaysian Primary Schools 
Standards Curriculum (KSSR).

Professional  
Development  
for Educators

This grooms future educators who are able to teach globally 
and possess a broad outlook, while being grounded in local 
history and cultural practices. As such, future educators receive 
the depth and breadth of foundation that will prepare them for 
the real classroom environment.

TAYLOR’S UNI ABOUT SOED GALLERY INTERNATIONALISATIONVC’S MESSAGE

IPC is a comprehensive, thematic 
and creative curriculum with a 
clear process of learning and with 
specific learning goals for every 
subject, to cultivate international 
mindedness and personal learning. 
Our programmes cover the National 
Curriculum of England and Wales 
through the IPC so that our students 
have an awareness of national and 
international culture, independence 
and interdependence between 
people and countries, as well as the 
ability to be at ease with different 
types of people.

The IPC Learning Process provides 
a structured approach to ensure 
that the learning experiences are as 
stimulating and rigorous as possible.

International Primary 
Curriculum (IPC)

IPC Learning Process
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In our aspirations to be at the 
forefront of education and improve 
the quality of educators, we have 
established close collaboration 
with a set of advisors known as the 
International Education Expert Panel 
(IEEP), consisting of industry advisors 
from Finland, Denmark, Australia, 
Singapore and Malaysia. They play 
a crucial role in strengthening the 
School’s programmes and enhancing 
our visibility and reputation across 
borders. 

The IEEP advisors include: 
• Prof. Emeritus Abdul Rahman  
 Aroff, Universiti Putra Malaysia 

• Prof. Dr. Fred Dervin, University  
 of Helsinki, Finland 

• Prof. Anne Chapman, University  
 of Western Australia 

• Assoc. Prof. Dr. Daniel Tan, Nanyang  
 Technological University, Singapore 

• Dr. Paul Gruba, The University  
 of Melbourne, Australia 

• Dr. Rosie Martin, Taylor’s Education  
 Group, Malaysia 

International Education 
Expert Panel (IEEP)

Philip Gan Chee Keat 
Master of  

Teaching & Learning

My mentor has a diverse 
international background in 
teaching. He was able to give 
me a global perspective of 
how teaching and different 
teaching methods can 
actually be applied in the  
local context here  
in Malaysia.

School Education in Finland
Prof. Dr. Fred Dervin 
University of Helsinki, Finland

Competence Goal-Driven 
Education in School  
and Teacher Education
Prof. Dr. Jens Rasmussen
Aarhus University, Denmark

School-Based Assessment  
- The Fairness Question
Dr. Lim Chong Hin 
Taylor’s University

Utilizing ICT in Transforming 
Teaching for Engaging and 
Interactive Learning: Deriving 
Critical Practices from Research
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Muhammad 
Kamarul Kabilan 
Universiti Sains Malaysia

Values Education and the 
Malaysia Education Blueprint
Prof. Emeritus Dr. Abdul Rahman 
Mohd Aroff 
Universiti Putra Malaysia

The School invites experts and partners from other universities and organisations 
to share their knowledge of the latest developments and findings in teaching and 
learning.

Lecture Series

The School brings together various 
educationists from all over the world to 
network as well as share ideas, research 
findings, practices and conduct 
workshops that enrich all teachers 
to suit their respective learners and 
curriculum.

International Conferences  
on Teaching and Learning

Technology for Students  
– Building a Sustainable 1:1  
Learning Environment
Ian Pittman 
The International School @ Parkcity

Social Learning: Participative, 
Collaborative & Sustainable
Assoc. Prof. 
Daniel Tan Tiong Hok 
Nanyang Technological University, 
Singapore

Questioning: The Role of 
Questioning in Today’s Classrooms 
Lauren Wilson 
Taylor’s College



Unlocking the  
Learning Potential

CUTTING-EDGE 
EDUCATORS

2.

At SoEd, we believe that  
every child can learn, and  
as such it is the teachers’ 
role to discover the right 
approach to unlock his or  
her learning potential.  
We believe in the education 
revolution where these 
learning approaches must  
be experienced by our 
students in order for them  
to successfully translate this 
to their classrooms.

We encourage an exploratory approach 
to teaching and emphasise the use of 
technology, by exposing our students 
to a vast array of cutting-edge tools to 
enhance their teaching and learning 
initiatives. This enhances our students’ 
creativity and opens their eyes to 
tools and techniques that they can use 
as future educators to adapt to the 
constantly-evolving classroom.

In a classroom setting, it is important 
for our students to understand the 
needs of their children. Through our 
liberal education approach, the School 
prepares our students to become 
reflective teachers who will be able to 
analyse and develop the best practices 
in managing classrooms with diverse 
learning needs. Our students are also 
taught to become lifelong learners, 
who continuously seek for new ways  
to learn and teach. 

Our innovative educational approach 
keeps abreast with the latest trends 
and developments, thus constantly 
challenging our students to expand and 
acquire knowledge. With the use of 
liberal arts education, new innovations 
in technology and an exploratory 
approach to teaching, SoEd develops 
creative teachers who are able to adapt 
and thrive in a constantly-evolving 
classroom.
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Kavitha a/p Sukumaran
Master of  

Teaching & Learning

What I like most about 
this programme is that it 

really challenges me to use 
technology. The best part  

is that I now use the 
technology I learned  
in my own course to  

make my students 
learn better.
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Liberal Education 
Approach

We incorporate contemporary 
education with liberal arts modules 
to shape our students into mature 
and socially-aware educators. Unique 
liberal arts modules are introduced 
throughout the foundation and 
degree programmes to expand the 
students’ thought process and critical 
analysis, grooming them into creative 
educators of the future.

— History, Arts & Culture 

This module aims to develop a clear
understanding and appreciation of  
different cultures and heritage 
around the world, ultimately 
enabling students to design and 
develop cultural tours as part of the 
study experience. This will groom 
the students into more interesting 
and relevant educators of the future.

— Entertainment Management

This module provides students with
basic knowledge and understanding
of planning and producing an
entertainment segment for events in
Malaysia, including understanding
of music licensing, lighting and 
sound systems, stage settings, etc. 
This skill will come in handy when 
planning performance-based or 
event-based learning in the future.

— Special Events & Festivals

This module educates students on  
the complexities of creating and 
promoting special events and 
festivals, covering areas such as 
branding, marketing, budgeting, 
operations and sponsorship, among 
others. This gives students a greater 
depth in planning and organising 
events.

Cutting-Edge Education

Technology is used in the classroom to broaden students’ minds and provide 
a more holistic education. Our students are encouraged to use these tools to 
reflect on themselves and their learning, throughout their duration of study  
at SoEd.

By gaining exposure to technology and understanding its application in 
learning, our students are well-equipped to adopt these practices in their future 
classrooms, to maximise the learning experience.

Our programmes incorporate blended 
learning, with the use of e-Books, 
e-Journals, Smart Boards and Web 2.0 
applications such as wikis and blogs, 
among others. 

Students are taught to use e-Journals 
throughout their duration of study, 
enabling them to document and keep 
track of their learning journey. It serves 
as a digital record of the students’ 
achievements, abilities and classroom 
work throughout the course, which they 
can then put into practice in their future 
classrooms.

— Proficiency in e-Learning

Students develop an e-Portfolio 
throughout their duration of study, 
which contains all their assignments, 
blogs, lesson plans, e-forum postings, 
teaching materials, and other relevant 
documents. This process creates 
creative, critical and reflective  
thinkers and future educators. 

Additionally, modules such as 
Technology-Enabled Teaching and 
Learning incorporate the use of 
technology, the Internet and audio-
visual aids in the context of teaching  
and learning within the primary  
school classroom.

— Technological Resources

REFLECTIVE PRACTICE PERSONALISED LEARNING INDUSTRY LINKAGES



At the Heart of  
Excellence in Education

STUDENT-CENTRED 
TEACHER TRAINING

3.

In order to help future educators 
understand learners better and adapt to 
different learning styles, our programmes 
adopt a holistic approach that focuses on 
placing learners at the centre. We train  
our students to develop an integrated 
approach to teaching, in order to better 
cater to their needs. 

Unlike conventional teaching practice, our students are  
taught to encourage learners to participate in the decision-
making process, where every lesson plan, every class and  
every approach to teaching is catered to different learners.  
This creates a more personalised teaching approach, where 
lessons come alive and learners are able to translate  
classroom theories to the context of the real world. 

Throughout the programmes, the School not only adopts a 
big-picture view but also emphasises the need for a balanced 
education. In order to develop future educators with strong 
professional ethics and personal values, we extol these ethics 
and values at every stage. We examine the ethical concerns 
in the teaching profession, faced by administrators, teachers, 
parents, students and the community, in developing  
reflective and aware future practitioners.
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Nur Ili Shazwani
Master of  

Teaching & Learning

It was only when I started 
this programme I become 

more critical towards myself 
as well as towards what I’m 

doing in the classroom.
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Our students are equipped with the 
tools to manage a diverse classroom. 
They will become more sensitive to 
individual learning styles and be able 
to customise the approaches to suit 
them. Our students are encouraged to 
put into practice the contemporary and 
innovative learning methods that they 
learn at SoEd.

Innovative Learning

— Global Education

Students will gain an understanding 
of global education and address 
contemporary issues around the world, 
broadening their outlook and further 
informing their ability to discuss issues 
from a global perspective.

— Introduction to World History of  
     Education

Students will be able to survey a broad 
range of historical perspectives in 
education, from a global point of view. 
It enables students to understand the 
changing nature of education in the 
broader context of historical, social 
and cultural developments, providing a 
greater appreciation of contemporary 
education.

— Reflective Practice

Students will reflect through experience 
and understand how to use their 
knowledge in practical situations, 
combining learning and practice in 
a more effective way. Self-regulated 
Learning (SRL) and reflective practice 
are cornerstones of SoEd’s teaching 
and learning approach, and students 
are taught to take ownership of their 
learning through the e-Portfolio, which 
serves as a repository of their journey  
as well as a resource for their future.

— Technology-enabled Teaching   
      and Learning

This module will provide students, as 
future educators, with the competency 
to harness various new teaching & 
learning technologies and tools for the 
classroom, grooming them into more 
effective primary school teachers. 

Research forms an integral part 
of the teaching and learning 
activities carried out by the 
School. The Centre for Research 
in Education and Instructional 
Technologies (CREDIT) was 
established in July 2011, to pave 
the way for SoEd to become a 
leader in the field of education. 
It will contribute towards the 
growth of new knowledge in the 
field of education, development of 
innovative pedagogical practices 
and the use of instructional 
technologies.

Centre for Research 
in Education and 
Instructional 
Technologies (CREDIT)

The Journal for Interdisciplinary 
Research in Education ( JIRE) is a 
peer-reviewed journal published 
by CREDIT. The journal is aimed 
at promoting and supporting 
best practices in teaching and 
teacher education by extending 
conversations and debates through 
the publication of  
• research-based and classroom  
 practice-related articles
• rigorous reviews of research
• book reviews 
• how-to-teach-it articles in  
 the field

The Journal for 
Interdisciplinary Research 
in Education (JIRE) 
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Inroads to Success

UNIQUE SCHOOL 
PLACEMENTS 

4.

TAYLOR’S UNI ABOUT SOED GALLERY INTERNATIONALISATIONVC’S MESSAGE

Through Taylor’s School of Education, 
students have the opportunity to 
undergo placement at any one of the 
reputable schools within the network 
of the Taylor’s Schools, including 
Taylor’s International Schools, 
Australian International School 
Malaysia (AISM), Garden International 
School (GIS) and Nexus International 
School in Putrajaya.

The practical components of our programmes provide students with the opportunity to hone their 
leadership skills and gain insight into the greatest challenges facing educators, set within the context of 
a real-world classroom environment. During the course of the programmes, students will experience 
first-hand the variety of classroom settings in these schools and put into practice the various theories 
and strategies they have learned about teaching and learning, assessment, classroom management and 
related areas.

Facilitated and guided by experienced lecturers, our students are taught to see the connections between 
educational theories and classroom practice and address the theory-practice gap. The experience of 
teaching in schools reinforces and supports the educational theories and classroom practice.

Mr. Peter Wells 
Principal of Taylor’s International 

School, Kuala Lumpur

For Taylor’s International 
School to work with SoEd, in 

developing the future teachers 
(and leaders) of Taylor’s schools, 
truly establishes a partnership 

focussed on what is really 
important in schools: great 

learning.

Putting Theory Into Practice

Students are exposed to practical teaching experience 
within a school system, enabling them to put into practice 
the various theories they have learned during their 
programme. Students will design, critique their lesson plans 
and teaching material, and gain practical experience in 
presenting their materials in a classroom setting.

Classroom Management

Students will focus on classroom management as part of 
their professional practice. They will explore the interactions 
during a lesson, ways to encourage good behaviour in the 
classroom, ways to establish rules and routines, as well as 
how supportive learning environments are established.

Reflective Practice

Students will explore in great depth the notion of reflective 
practice and the reflective practitioner in the context of 
the teaching profession. As future educators, students 
are encouraged to learn from experience, specifically 
to understand how to use their knowledge in practical 
situations and how they can combine practice and learning 
more effectively.
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Garden International School (GIS)  

is the largest private, co-educational, 

international school in Malaysia 

and is accredited by the Council of 

International Schools (CIS). 

NEXUS International School Putrajaya 

has a team of highly qualified 

international educators, delivering 

well-balanced curricula based on the 

best standards and practices used 

around the world. 

Taylor’s International School offers a 

global learning experience based on  

the British curriculum, leading to 

excellence in IGCSE qualifications, as 

well as grounding in Eastern values.

The Australian International School 

Malaysia (AISM) is the first and only 

International School in Malaysia 

offering an Australian Curriculum, 

delivered by Australian teachers, and 

following the Australian school year.

Taylor’s World Class 
Teacher Programme

As part of our commitment to 

producing outstanding world-class 

educators with a passion for their 

profession, Taylor’s University has 

initiated the Taylor’s World Class 

Teachers Programme (TWCTP).

TWCTP is the first teacher 

development programme of its 

kind in Malaysia, to help raise the 

standard of teaching in the country 

by elevating the teaching profession 

and attracting excellent candidates 

to enter the field of education. 

Qualified students will enter into the 

Foundation in Arts programme and  

then progress onto the Bachelor 

of Education (Primary Education) 

(Hons) programme. 

For more information on the 

TWCTP Scholarship, please refer to 

our Programme Booklet or visit 

www.taylors.edu.my/twctp

Our Affliated Schools
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Reference List
International Primary Curriculum       
www.greatlearning.com/ipc  

Ministry of Education Malaysia      
www.moe.gov.my  

Teach for Malaysia         
www.teachformalaysia.org 

Teach. Learn. Share TESL Malaysia     
www.teslmalaysia.com  

The Malaysian Association for Education     
www.mae-malaysia.com  

Malaysian English Language Teaching Association   
www.melta.org.my

National Curriculum of England and Wales   
www.education.gov.uk



TAYLOR’S
SCHOOL OF 

EDUCATION 
Pg. 04 Taylor’s Foundation in Arts (FIA)

Pg. 06 Bachelor of Education 
 (Primary Education) (Hons)

Pg. 08 Postgraduate Certificate in  
 Higher Education Teaching & Learning

Pg. 08 Master of Teaching & Learning

Pg. 09 Doctor of Philosophy (Education)
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Education Pathway

Bachelor of Education (Primary Education) (Hons)

Awarded by Taylor’s University

Master of Teaching & Learning 

Doctor of Philosophy (Education)

Year 3
+ 

Year 2
+ 

Note : 
+  : with internship

Year 1
+ 

Taylor’s Foundation in Arts (FIA)

SPM / IGCSE / O Level / Equivalent

STPM / UEC / A Levels / 
SAM / SACE / CPU / IB /Equivalent

1-2
Years1 Year



Entry Requirements
PRE-REQUISTE

Improve your English
at Taylor’s Centre for

Languages (TCL)

IELTS  Band 6.0
TOEFL 79 (Internet Based Test)
MUET Band 4
UEC English  B4
O Level Grade C
1119 (GCE-O) Grade B
Taylor’s EET  Overall Score 6.0
Taylor’s IEN  Level 2 Grade B

Completed Pre-U / Diploma that was conducted
in English

Students who have completed a full year
preparatory / foundation study in English may be
exempted from meeting the English requirements.

BACHELOR PROGRAMME

All information is correct at time of printing and is subject to change. 
The above entry requirements serve as a guideline. Readers are responsible to verify the information by contacting the university’s Admissions Department.

All eligible candidates are required to 
attend an interview.

INTERVIEW

Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia (SPM) / O Level
Pass SPM / O Level or equivalent 
with 5 credits (including English and 
Mathematics or Science) for entry with 
pre-university / foundation qualification

Pass SPM / O Level or equivalent 
with 3 credits (including English and 
Mathematics or Science) for entry with 
Diploma qualification

Candidates without Mathematics 
or Science in SPM or equivalent are 
required to have a PASS in Mathematics 
or Science in their Pre-U studies

Pass a selection interview for admission 
into programme

Taylor’s Foundation / Diploma
Pass any Taylor’s Foundation / Diploma 
programme with min. CGPA 2.00

Sijil Tinggi Pelajaran Malaysia (STPM)
Min. CGPA 2.00

Unified Examination Certification 
(UEC)
Pass with min. 5Bs

A Level
Pass with min. Grade C in 2 subjects

South Australian Matriculation (SAM) / 
SACE International
Min. ATAR 65

Canadian Pre-University (CPU)
Min. average in 65% in 6 subjects

International Baccalaureate (IB)
Min. 26 points in 6 subjects

MONASH University Foundation  
Year (MUFY)
Min. 255 / 400

Other Qualifications
Foundation / Pre-U from other 
recognised institutions with CGPA 2.30; 
OR

Ministry of Education Matriculation 
CGPA 2.50; OR

Diploma from other recognised 
institutions with CGPA 2.50; OR 

Higher School Cert from New South 
Wales (Yr 12) min 60%; OR

Other equivalent qualification 
recognised by Malaysian Government

Students with other qualifications will be 
considered on a case-by-case basis

ENGLISH REQUIREMENTS
(Applicable to Bachelor programmes only)
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Foundation in Arts (FIA)

INTAKES:
JANUARY
MARCH

JULY

This programme prepares students for direct entry to the first year of 
an undergraduate degree. The areas of study within this foundation 
programme are formulated to provide opportunities for interdisciplinary 
study, which would enable students to experience different approaches for 
a range of disciplines. It serves as an introduction to current thinking and 
key methodological approach to arts and humanities, with an emphasis on 
cultivating critical analytical skills.
 
Students will acquire foundational knowledge of theories, concept, principles and 
processes involved in related fields. They will also be able to apply the basic principles in 
problem-solving within their chosen field.

Comprehensive Curriculum
•	 Offers	one	of	the	widest	

ranges of educational 
pathways, designed to provide 
students with early exposure 
to various fields.

•	 Exposes	students	to	diverse	
elective subjects ranging 
from mass communication, 
business, hospitality, tourism, 
culinary arts, architecture, 
quantity surveying, design and 
education.

Taylor’s Learning Revolution
•	 Delivered	through	the	

blended learning approach for 
a personalised and student-
centric learning experience.

•	 An	innovative	approach	to	
explore interactive learning 
opportunities via traditional 
and online platforms.

•	 More	flexible	with	access	to	
learning content anytime, 
anywhere.

•	 The	amazing	tools	of	
blended learning: Taylor’s 
Integrated Moodle E-Learning 
System (TIMES), X-Space 
Collaborative Classroom, 
Bring Your Own Device 
(BYOD), ReWIND Lecture 
Capture, Interactive Boards.

SHINE Programme
•	 Provided	with	a	platform	to	

develop essential skills via 
out-of-class activities.

•	 Help	students	on	their	
journey of self-discovery - 
while emphasising personal 
development.

•	 Opportunities	to	discover	their	
passion and interest, as well 
as develop a sense of focus in 
these areas.

1-Year 
Programme

KPT/JPS (N/010/3/0322) (MQA/PA5536) 01/20



Programme Structure:

Foundation 
in Arts 
(FIA)

Semester 1
•	 English	I
•	 Quantitative	Techniques
•	 Creative	Thinking	Skills
•	 Elective	I
•	 Elective	II

Semester 2
•	 English	II
•	 Culture	&	Civilisation
•	 Social	Psychology
•	 Elective	III
•	 Elective	IV

Year 1

Electives
Semester 1
•	 Business	Enterprise
•	 Discovering	Mass		 	
 Communication
•	 Introduction	to	Hospitality	& 
 Food Services Industries
•	 Principles	of	Accounting
•	 Principles	of	Economics

Semester 2
•	 Audio	Visual	Production
•	 Business	of	Tourism,	 
	 Recreation	&	Events
•	 Introduction	to	Design
•	 People	&	Organisation
•	 The	Art	&	Science	of	Teaching
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Bachelor of Education 
(Primary Education) (Hons)

INTAKES:
MARCH 
AUGUST

This programme instills sound practical and professional knowledge, skills  
and predispositions of primary school teaching based on a philosophical, 
theoretical and conceptual understanding of primary education. 

Students are equipped with moral, ethical and political dimensions of the teaching profession, 
enabling them to transform their classroom practices to suit economic, social and technological 
changes.	Students	are	also	able	to	critically	reflect	on	their	own	practice	and	learn	autonomously	 
to develop both professionally and personally.

Through this programme, students will be able to introduce innovative ideas and inspire children 
to learn; communicate and interact effectively with children; and express ideas clearly as well as 
exhibit thoughtful and exemplary leadership. Ultimately, our graduates are groomed to make 
positive changes in the lives of children and in the community.

3-Year 
Programme

•	 Students	specialise	in	English,	 
 Mathematics and Science,  
 providing students with a  
 holistic and well-rounded  
 education.

Management and Leadership
•	 Exposure	to	developing	a	 
 school curriculum, through  
 the Curriculum Development  
 module.

•	 Exposure	to	the	concept	of	 
 holistic education in primary  
 schools through modules  
	 such	as	Leading	&	Managing	 
 Primary Schools, and  
 Contemporary Issues in  
 Education, enables students  
 to become competent and  
 thoughtful leaders.

Building Reflective Teachers
•	 Cultivation	of	innovative	 
 approaches towards problem- 
 solving, ideas generation,  
 management of resources  
 and inspiring learning in  
 children.

•	 Awareness	of	different	 
 learning styles and diversity  
 in a classroom, as well as  
 the ability to apply their  

Holistic Curriculum
•	 Exposure	to	both	Malaysian	

Primary School Standard-
Based Curriculum (KSSR) and 
the National Curriculum of 
England and Wales through the 
International Primary  
Curriculum (IPC) equips 
students for teaching practice 
in private and international 
schools.

 knowledge to educate others,  
 through modules such as   
	 Reflective	Practice,	and	 
 Classroom-based Research  
 Methods.

•	 Exposure	to	different	teaching	 
 methods used in different  
 modules, as well as the ability  
 to inter-relate different core  
 modules to provide a more  
 holistic education, through  
 modules such as World  
 History of Education and  
 Global Education.

Dynamic School Placements
•		 Unique	school	placement	

system and hands on 
experience in primary school 
teaching.

•		 Placements	within	the	school	
division of Taylor’s Education 
Group and Malaysian Public 
Schools. 

•		 Professional	practice	
experience across the entire 
curriculum. 

KPT/JPS (N/144/6/0005) (MQA/PA2073) 02/18



Programme Structure:

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Bachelor 
of Education 

(Primary 
Education)

Semester 1
•		 Philosophy	of	Education
•		 School	and	Society
•		Hubungan	Etnik
•		 TITAS
•		 Academic	English
•		Professional Practice I:  
 Teaching Profession and  
 Standards

Semester 2
•		 Educational	Psychology	1
•		 Introduction	to	World	 
 History of Education
•		 English	Grammar	and	Usage
•		Nature	of	Science
•		Numbers,	Operations	and		
 Measurement at Primary Level
•		Professional Practice II:  
 School Culture and Teaching  
 Assistantship

Semester 3
•		 Educational	Psychology	2
•		 Global	Education
•		 Technology	Enable	Learning

•		Professional Practice IV:  
 Lesson Preparation

Semester 7
•		 Principles	of	Teaching	and	

Learning Primary Mathematics
•		 Teaching	Primary	School	Science
•		 Science	Systems	and	Interactions	
•		MPU	3
•		Professional Practice VII:  
 Feedback and Evaluation

Semester 8
•		Action	Research	Methodology
•		Algebra	at	Primary	Level
•		Managing	Co-curriculum
•		Open	Elective	III
•		MPU	4
•		Professional Practice VIII:  
 Co-Curriculum in Primary  
 School

Semester 9
•		Action	Research	Project
•		Professional Practice IX:  
 Reflective Practice

Semester 4
•		 Curriculum	Development
•		 Children’s	Literature
•		 Science	Diversity	and	Cycles
•		 Geometry	at	Primary	Level
•		MPU2
•		Open	Elective	I
•		Professional Practice V:  
 Lession Delivery and  
 Management

Semester 5
•		 Assesing	Learning	
•		 Introduction	to	Linguistics
•		 Science-Energy	and	Forces
•		 Statistics	at	Primary	Level
•		Professional Practice III:  
 Theory into Practice

Semester 6
•		 Teaching	Primary	School	 

English Language

•		 Sociolinguistics
 Professional Practice VI

Career Options

•	 Primary	School	Teacher
•	 Special	Education	Needs	Teacher
•	 Educational	Institution	Administrator	
•		 Educational	Researcher
•		 Tutor

•		 Learning	Mentor
•		 School	Administrator
•		 Academic	Librarian
•		 Consultant
•		 Corporate	Trainer

Elective Modules
•	Academic	English
•	History	Arts	and	Culture
•	Photography

NOTE:
* The Ministry of Education (MOE) requires all students to take Mata Pelajaran Umum (MPU) 
(i.e. General Studies) which is categorised under U1, U2, U3 and U4 within the duration of their studies. 
U1 modules are prescribed by MOE whereas U2, U3 and U4 modules are from a list of University Core 
Modules (UCM) prescribed as per the Programme Guide.

•	Entrepreneurship
•	Entertainment	Management
•	Special	Events	and	Festivals
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Taylor’s Postgraduate Programmes 

Postgraduate Certificate in Higher Education 
Teaching & Learning
KPT/JPS (N/141/7/005) (MQA/FA1076) 02/17

Assessment : Coursework 
Duration :  Min. 1 year, Max. 3 years

This programme is specially designed for the professional development of college,  
university college and university teachers to enhance their knowledge and skills in 
higher education teaching and learning, in order to gain confidence to innovate and 
explore ways of enhancing the students’ learning experience, ultimately producing more 
effective teachers.

Master of Teaching & Learning
KPT/JPS (N/141/7/0003) (MQA/FA0925) 08/16

Assessment :  Coursework 
Duration :  Min. 2 years, max. 5 years

This programme is the first of its kind in Malaysia to be pitched at the Masters level and 
triangulated by three domains of knowledge: core pedagogical knowledge, learning area 
studies	and	reflective	practice	courses.	This	three-dimensional	experience	is	designed	to	
expose students to fundamental theories in teaching and learning and at the same time 
expose	them	to	the	classroom	practice,	where	the	students	get	to	participate,	reflect	and	
interrogate theories with on-site professional development.

For more information, please contact Taylor’s Graduate School (TGS) at (603) 5629 5000 
or email to postgraduate@taylors.edu.my or visit us at www.taylors.edu.my/tgs.



Taylor’s Centre for CPE
Taylor’s Centre for Continuing Professional Education (CPE) 
Learning is a lifelong journey. Established in 1996, Taylor’s Centre for Continuing Professional 
Education (CPE) has been helping professionals to develop their skills and expertise through 
enrichment programmes that are tailored to their specific interest and needs. From enhancing 
skills to maximising performance, our specialised programmes are designed to enable career 
advancement and help enrich lives.

At Taylor’s Centre for CPE, we believe in nurturing potential talents and bringing out the best 
in each and every individual. 

Doctor of Philosophy (Education)
KPT/JPS (N/141/8/0015) (MQA/PA2355) 08/17

Assessment :  Research Thesis
Duration :  Full Time - min. 2 years, max. 6 years
  : Part Time - min. 4 years, max. 8 years

This is a research-based programme, whereby students are required to attend the 
Research Methodology modules in their first year of candidature. The programme provides 
the opportunity for postgraduate students to develop and achieve significant research in a 
specific	area	of	Educational	Leadership	&	Management,	Curriculum	&	Teaching,	Technology,	
Innovation	&	Learning	Design,	Education	Assessment,	Teacher	Development,	Language	
Education	&	Literacies	and	Education	&	Society.	Students	will	work	closely	with	their	chosen	
supervisors who will provide guidance and support in key areas of research.

Graduates of these programmes will make positive contributions to the growth of teaching 
and learning, and focus on the best ways for learners to acquire skills, knowledge and 
understanding in educational settings. 

For more information, please contact Taylor’s Centre for Continuing Professional Education (CPE) 
at (603) 5629 5000 email to cpe@taylors.edu.my or visit us at www.taylors.edu.my/cpe.
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Admission and Application 
Information

How To Apply
Step 1: Choose your programme
•	 Please	read	through	Taylor’s	University	prospectus	and	/	or	website	for			 	
 information on the interested programmes and available intakes. Alternatively,  
 you may meet our education counsellors for necessary advice.

Step 2: Check entry requirements
•	 Check	the	published	entry	requirement	(including	English	Language	requirement,	 
 if applicable) and ensure you fulfill all necessary criteria for the programme you  
 wish to apply. 

Step 3: Prepare your documents  
•	 Compile	all	certified	true	copy	of	the	required	supporting	documents.	You	may	 
 refer to the document Checklist in the Application for Admission Form. 

Step 4: Submit your application
•	 Please	read	through	all	the	instructions	on	the	Application	for	Admission	Form	 
 and complete all the sections on it. Your application can only be processed when  
 the Admissions Office receive all the required documentation.
•	 An	application	fee	and	processing	fee	(for	programme	requires	interview)	must	
 be paid when you submit your application. 
•	 If	you	do	not	hold	a	Malaysian	identification	card	or	Malaysian	passport,	you	 
 must apply for a student pass (a non-refundable international student charge  
 or EMGS is required). Note: Applicants holding Dependent Pass and Malaysian  
 MY Second Home (MM2H) visa are required to convert to Student Pass while  
 studying at Taylor’s. Please consult our officers at the International Office for 
 more information.

Step 5: Receive application outcome
•	 After	the	assessment	of	your	application,	you	will	receive	a	letter	from	the	 
 Admissions Office that notify the application outcome.
•	 To	secure	a	place	at	Taylor’s	University,	you	must	accept	the	offer	before	the	 
 deadline stated in the letter with relevant fee payment to the University.  
 The details on how to accept the offer will also be stated in your letter of offer.  
•	 For	non-Malaysian	applicant,	you	will	receive	status	of	your	Student	Visa	 
 application to study at the University. 

Step 6: Prepare to attend the Orientation
•	 Please	login	to	www.taylors.edu.my/orientation	to	download	your	 
 Orientation Guide one (1) week prior to the commencement date.  
 You are required to attend the orientation activities as per schedule.



SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION

Taylor’s University, Lakeside Campus
JPT/BPP(D)1000-701/502(3)DU023(B)

No. 1, Jalan Taylor’s, 47500 Subang Jaya,

Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.

Tel : 603-5629 5000 Fax : 603-5629 5001

E-mail : admissions@taylors.edu.my

www.taylors.edu.my/university

• Penang Office Tel : 604-899 9396 Fax : 604-899 9596

• Johor Bahru Office Tel : 607-351 3692 / 351 3694 Fax : 607-351 3689

• Kuantan Office Tel : 609-566 3709 Fax : 609-566 3710

• Kuching Office Tel : 6082-345 808 / 345 807 Fax : 6082-345 809

• Kota Kinabalu Office Tel : 6088-486 936 / 486 937 Fax : 6088-486 938

This publication contains information, which is current as of October 2015. Changes in circumstances 
after this date may impact upon the accuracy or timeliness of the information. Taylor’s University does 
its best to ensure that the information contained herein is accurate, but reserves the right to change 
any information described in this prospectus without notice. Readers are responsible for verifying 
information that pertains to them by contacting the university.
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